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Abstract – Typical manufacturing scheduling algorithms do 

not consider the energy consumption of each job, or its 

variance, when they generate a production schedule. This can 

become problematic for manufacturers when local 

infrastructure has limited energy distribution capabilities. In 

this paper, a genetic algorithm based schedule modification 

algorithm is presented. By referencing energy consumption 

models for each job, adjustments are made to the original 

schedule so that it produces a minimal variance in the total 

energy consumption in a multi-process manufacturing 

production line, all while operating within the constraints of 

the manufacturing line and individual processes. Empirical 

results show a significant reduction in energy consumption 

variance can be achieved on schedules containing multiple 

concurrent jobs. 

 

Index terms – Energy consumption optimisation, Genetic 

algorithms, Peak energy, Schedule optimisation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 


Scheduling manufacturing jobs and ensuring that they 

operate within the capabilities of the manufacturing 

production line is fundamental in mass production and high 

volume manufacturing. The goal of a traditional scheduling 

algorithm [1] is to allocate limited machinery and equipment 

to manufacturing jobs without taking into account how this 

will affect the energy consumption at the production line 

level, and how it will vary as the schedule is being executed. 

This can potentially limit the availability of a manufacturing 

production line as the infrastructure can only deliver a 

certain amount of energy at any given time. Ideally, for 

manufacturers an optimal schedule is one which completes 

all required jobs in the least amount of time and consumes 

the minimal amount of energy at any given instance, thus 

increasing the productivity and availability of the production 

line while reducing costs. However this is hindered by many 

scheduling problems being NP-hard and therefore cannot be 
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practically optimised by schedulers that are based on 

polynomial-time algorithms. Despite this, work has been 

undertaken to include additional objectives for traditional 

schedulers to work towards. Fang et al and Pechmann et al 

both present methodologies for production schedules which 

aim to also minimise peak energy consumption [2]-[4]. As 

does the commercial scheduling software E-PPS by 

Transfact [5]. While the work of Fang et al and Pechmann et 

al shows promising results, it is concluded by Fang et al that 

finding the optimal schedule is difficult due to the 

complexity of the problem and its NP-hard nature. Electrical 

energy is undoubtedly one of the most valuable resources 

available to manufacturers. In 2012 UK industry consumed 

approximately 97.82 TWh (8411 ktoe) [6]. Recently there 

have been numerous works on intelligent scheduling which 

aims to reduce manufacturing energy consumption by 

reducing the idling times of and by putting the machine into 

energy saving modes or shut them down entirely [7]-[9]. 

The main purpose of the latter is to ensure the machine is 

ready to run when the next job arrives. In their proposed 

systems, by intelligently deciding when to shut down a 

machine or put it into an energy saving mode, the total 

energy consumption for the production line can be reduced. 

While all these show promising results, the problem with 

generating energy optimised schedules has received little 

attention and appears to be plagued by its NP-hard nature. 

The use of artificial intelligence in the generation of 

manufacturing schedules has shown some promising results. 

Genetic algorithms appear to be a popular choice for solving 

scheduling optimisation which can include multi-objective 

[10], [11] and multi-project [12] problems. 

 

Although there have been investigations into multi-

objective scheduling algorithms which produce a valid 

schedule while aiming to reduce the peak, or variance in the 

energy consumption [10], the optimal solution is difficult to 

find when using traditional methods and algorithms due to a 

very large search space. While artificial intelligence has 

been shown to be capable of solving schedule optimisation 

problems in an efficient manner [10]-[12], it is noted that the 

schedule optimisation systems are designed to perform the 

entire scheduling process. This may present manufactures 

with a disadvantage if a set of jobs needs to be completed as 

quickly as possible with no concern for energy consumption. 

An example of which is a product order with a short lead 

time. To the authors knowledge it is unknown how well 

these systems can be adjusted to produce a schedule suited 

to the manufacturers changing preferences.  

 

This paper presents a genetic algorithm based schedule 

optimisation system which modifies the timings of a 
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schedule produced by a traditional scheduling algorithm, in 

order to minimise the variance in production line energy 

consumption without exceeding the overall production 

deadline. The technique used is inspired by load-shifting, a 

traditional energy optimisation method in which energy 

intensive jobs are scheduled to run during times of low 

energy tariffs [13]. Following the methodology described in 

section 2, experiments and results are presented to 

demonstrate the level of potential reduction in energy 

consumption variance. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In the proposed system, a schedule for a series of 

manufacturing jobs is initially generated using traditional 

scheduling algorithms. This takes in a list of jobs to be 

processed and produces a schedule which ensures that a) all 

jobs are processed in the correct order; b) the total makespan 

for each process and their child jobs do not exceed the 

process deadline; and c) at no point does the total resource 

utilisation exceed the resource constraints of the 

manufacturing production line. A schedule produced within 

these constraints will be valid and could be executed on the 

proposed manufacturing production line, with job order and 

resource allocation already assigned. The genetic algorithm 

is then used to optimise that schedule with a goal to 

minimise the variance in energy consumption. This is 

achieved by adjusting the start times for each jobs and 

referencing job specific empirical energy models to predict 

the energy variance generated by the proposed schedule.  

 

A. Gene Representation and Genome Generation 

As the goal of the genetic algorithm is to optimise when a 

job starts, the genomes, representing possible schedules, 

utilise value encoding [14] with the value of each gene 

representing the start time for a particular job. In order to 

maintain the sequential order of a schedule the following 

rule is specified: 
 

Processes are independent and can be executed in 

parallel. The jobs of a process are order dependent and 

must be executed sequentially. 

 

During the generation of the initial population of 

candidate solutions, to ensure that all genomes comply with 

this rule and to ensure job order is maintained, the string of 

genes representing the individual jobs are grouped according 

to their parent process and job order. A relation seed of 

equal length to the gene string is then generated based on 

job order. This consists of a number which increments with 

every gene and resets back to zero when a process ends. An 

example of a two process gene string can be seen in Fig. 1. 

In this example, the relation seed is used by the random 

number generator to ensure the random numbers comply 

with the job order. 

 

Let R = {r0, …, rN-1} denote the relation seed with N 

denoting the total number of jobs, S = {s0, …, sN-1} the job 

start time, G = {g0, …, gN-1} the genome representation of S, 

and D = {d1, …, dL} the process deadline time with L 

denoting the total number of processes. To reduce the 

computation time and to increase the probability of 

generating a valid schedule, the search of optimum G is 

concentrated in a smaller sub-space by limiting the range of 

random time generation for each job start. If a job is denoted 

by i and belongs to a process denoted by u with deadline du, 

then the candidate job start time represented is given by 

 

   {
                                      

                                            
} (1) 

 

This ensures that, within a process group, the next randomly 

generated gene (job start time) will be larger than the 

previous. It also permits the jobs belonging to different 

processes to potentially run concurrently as demonstrated in 

Fig. 1 by jobs A1 and B2 starting at the same time. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Example of a relation seed generated based on job order and parent 

process order. In this example, T = 00:01:00 and se = 13:00:00. 

In order to convert between genome representation G and 

a list of job start times S, an encoding / decoding function is 

used. In the original schedule, the earliest start time se is 

used as a reference point for encoding and decoding job start 

time si to or from gene gi.  

 

Encoding: 

 
T

ss
g ei

i


   

 

(2) 

Decoding: 

 Tgss iei   

 

(3) 

 

where T is the minimal time shift that can be applied to the 

job start times.  

 

B. Algorithm Overview 

To ensure the algorithm finds a solution as close to the 

global optimum as possible, there are two separate loops as 

can be seen in Fig 2. The inner loop is used to simulate 

multiple generations of a population within the genetic 

algorithm. The outer loop is used to repeat the entire genetic 

algorithm process a predefined number of times.  For every 

iteration of the outer loop, a population P of Np genomes is 

generated. The fitness of each genome is calculated before 

tournament selection, which emulates survival of the fittest 

while maintaining diversity is used to build a population for 
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reproducing. In tournament selection, a subset of the main 

population is randomly selected and the fittest genome in 

that subset is placed in an interim population. This is 

repeated until the interim population is the same size as the 

original population. Tournament selection was chosen due 

to its implementation simplicity, which directly affects 

computational time. Additionally the selection diversity can 

be easily altered by adjusting the subset population size. 

Uniform crossover and mutation is then applied to the 

interim population. To ensure job order is maintained during 

crossover, if a gene is smaller than the one before it, and 

they are of the same parent process, its value will be 

modified according to (4), 

 

 111   iii Cgg  (4) 

  

where Ci-1 is the makespan of the job whose start time is 

represented by gi-1. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Flowchart of the genetic algorithm schedule optimiser. 

Different rates of crossover probability were investigated 

to determine the effect on the final outcome. This is 

discussed further in section three. Mutation probability 

remains fixed at 2%. Once crossover and mutation have 

been applied the fitness is recalculated. The algorithm will 

then return up to elitism with the newly generated 

population until the inner loop is completed. As elitism is 

used, the two fittest genomes are copied and their clones 

bypass the crossover and mutation process. This ensures that 

if the optimal value is generated in an early iteration, their 

clone will survive unchanged until the end while the original 

will reproduce to see if a fitter solution can be generated. 

 

Once the inner loop is completed, the fittest genome 

generated is added to a list of fittest genomes. The outer 

loop then iterates and a new population is generated. This 

consists of Np – 1 random genomes generated using the 

relation seed, and a copy of the best genome from the list of 

fittest genomes. For the very first iteration, the fittest 

genome is considered to be a direct encoding of the original 

schedule. All this is done for several reasons: a) the original 

schedule may produce the optimal energy variance already 

or may contain optimal components which could be 

extracted during crossover; b) the optimal genome from a 

previous iteration may be further optimised; and c) it 

ensures that a valid genome is always returned from the 

inner loop. 

 

The entire system is not designed to stop once a particular 

fitness has been reached. The fitness itself is the predicted 

energy consumption variance, constructed from the job start 

times proposed in the genomes gene string and the job 

energy models. As the minimal variance for a manufacturing 

schedule cannot be known beforehand, the system is 

allowed to run for 1000 outer loop iterations. At this point it 

returns the global fittest genome. The configuration used in 

these experiments consists of 100 iterations of the inner loop 

and 1000 iterations of the outer loop. During testing it was 

found that as the number of jobs increased, the number of 

outer loop iterations also had to be raised in order to 

increase the likelihood of a genome fitter than the original 

being generated. This is due, in part, to the conditions a 

genome must meet to be classified as a valid schedule. 

 

C. Fitness function 

The fitness function serves two purposes: a) determine if 

genome G represents a valid schedule that can be executed 

on the proposed manufacturing line, and if it is valid, b) to 

decode the gene string, build a predicted energy 

consumption profile, and calculate the variance. The validity 

conditions for each genome are as follows: 

 

For a set of job start time genes gi with a makespan of Ci, 

belonging to the same parent process: 

 

 11   iii Cgg  (5) 

 
For each job with a parent process deadline dj: 

 

 iij Cgd   (6) 

 
At any time t, usage on a machine of type Mk, Mk,Usage with a 

maximum availability of Mk,X: 

 

XkUsagek MtM ,, )(   (7) 

 
Equation (5) ensures for jobs within the same parent 

process, the next job does not begin until the previous one is 

finished. Equation (6) ensures all jobs do not exceed their 

parent process deadline. Finally (7) ensures that usage of 

each machine type at any one point in time never exceeds 
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the total amount of that machine. If a particular genome fails 

any of these conditions it is classified as invalid and is 

assigned the maximum fitness, in practice this is the 

maximum value of a double precision number in C#. In this 

implementation the fittest genome is defined as the one with 

the minimum fitness value, and therefore minimum energy 

consumption variance. If a genome meets all conditions, the 

energy consumption variance for that schedule is calculated 

by generating a predicted energy consumption profile. 

 

Initially an energy consumption profile is created for each 

machine m in the production line, Em. This spans from se to 

DMax with time spacing T and is initially populated with the 

idling value for that particular machine mIdle. Then in 

chronological order, for every job j using that machine jm, 

their associated job specific energy consumption profile, 

jProfile is copied to Em, beginning at the start time denoted by 

the appropriate gene jg. This process overwrites the values 

currently assigned to the associated elements of the profile. 

Additionally the recorded idling consumption from that 

particular job jIdle is subsequently assigned to the remainder 

of the profile. This is because the idling energy consumption 

could have changed if the machine is now in a different 

position or configuration due to the previous job. This 

process is repeated until the energy profiles of all jobs 

running on that machine have been merged. The process 

described above is detailed in pseudo-code below.  

 

Input: List of jobs each with a representative gene 

specifying its start time gi. The energy consumption profiles 

and idling energy consumptions for each job jProfile and jIdle. 

A list of machines and their standard idling energy 

consumptions, M {m1,..,mX} and m,Idle 

Output: Energy profile for machine Em. 

For each machine m 

 EM(se) to (DMax)= M,Idle 

 For every job j which uses m, in chronological order. 

 Copy jProfile to Em, beginning at gi. 

 Copy jIdle to Em from (gi + Ci) to DMax 

 End 

End 

 

The system assumes that when not in operation, each 

machine is left idling. Once the predicted energy 

consumption profile is generated for each machine, the total 

predicted energy consumption profile for a total of X 

machines can be calculated using (8). 

 

 


X

m
mTotal tEtE

1
)()(  (8) 

 

From (8), the variance of the predicted total energy 

consumption profile is given by: 

 

 
2

 





Max

e

D

st
TotalTotal

eMax
Var EE

SD

T
E  (9) 

 

where DMax = max{d1,…, L} and TotalE denotes the average 

energy consumption. Once calculated the sample variance is 

assigned as the genomes fitness value.  

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The proposed genetic algorithm was tested with multiple 

simulated schedules of increasing complexity. These 

schedules were devised based on real schedules and their job 

specific energy consumption profiles incorporate waveform 

characteristics such as inrush currents and transients.  Each 

schedule file contains details of the processes and jobs, the 

energy profiles for each job, and the idling power 

consumptions for each machine. A separate file contains 

data related to the specification of the individual 

manufacturing lines.  

 

In the first set of experiments, the performance of the 

proposed genetic algorithm was evaluated by modifying low 

complexity schedules and comparing against the calculated 

actual optimal result. This actual optimal result was 

determined by generating all possible combinations of time 

steps and selecting the one which produced the lowest 

energy consumption variance. For N jobs to be completed 

by DMax, the number of possible gene combinations is     
   

Among the first set of experiments, a schedule containing 

five jobs with a maximum deadlines of 25 time steps was 

the most complex schedule considered, where every 

possible combination was generated with the corresponding 

energy consumption profile. This proved that the algorithm 

was successful in finding the optimum solution among 25
5
 = 

9,765,635 possible solutions.  

  

In the first set of experiments, different values for 

crossover probability and tournament selection size were 

also investigated to determine the optimal values. For 

PCrossover, 0.65, 0.75, and 0.85 were selected. This range was 

chosen as a probability any higher than 85% would cause 

too much disruption to a population. This may result in a 

possible optimal solution being lost before it can be 

identified. This has been concluded by other authors [15]. A 

value less than 65% would not allow a population to 

sufficiently reproduce. For NTournament values, Np/8, Np/6 and 

Np/4 were investigated. Each combination was tested ten 

times to determine the number of iterations required to 

return a near optimal solution.  

 

The number of iterations presented in table I demonstrate 

that the algorithm works most efficiently at low rates of 

crossover probability with a high tournament selection size. 

All results produced in the second set of experiments are 

generated with the algorithm set to these parameters. 

 
Table I  

Average number of iterations until optimal value generated with differing 

crossover rate and tournament selection size. 

 
PCrossover 

0.65 0.75 0.85 

NTournament 

Np/8 161.875 128.5 165 

Np/6 203.25 218.375 242 

Np/4 101.625 123 186.625 

 

For schedules where N ≤ 5, the global optimal solution, 

which can be calculated using a traditional iterative 

approach, is in most cases returned after only a few outer 

loop iterations. However as N increases the amount of outer 

loop iterations before a proposed optimum is returned 

diverges. With a schedule of N = 10, this has been observed 

to range from one to 323 iterations.  
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In the second set of experiments, the proposed genetic 

algorithm was applied to more complex schedules with N > 

5. The experiments show that with schedules with a large 

amount of downtime, the optimal solution appears to be 

generated quicker. This is likely due to the fact that while 

more downtime increases DMax, it also increases the 

probability of a proposed schedule being valid in accordance 

with fitness function condition (6). Additionally, the optimal 

solution generated by repeatedly running the algorithm ten 

times with the same schedule is not concise. This is to be 

expected as genetic algorithms may not find the most 

optimal solution in the time allotted to them. However the 

optimal results produced by each only vary slightly. With 

only a small range of returned values, it can be assumed that 

the proposed schedule that produced it is a near optimal 

solution.  

 
Table II 

Comparison of energy consumption variance in the original and optimised 
schedules 

N 

Energy variance 

in original 

schedule 

Energy variance 

in optimised 

schedule 

Reduction 

% 

8 143.958 52.511 63.523 

10 215.111 67.185 68.767 

12 237.396 69.090 70.897 

15 151.928 72.077 52.558 

20 76.960 26.530 65.528 

30 144.673 36.395 74.843 

50 236.233 42.464 82.025 

 

 
Fig 3.  Comparison of energy consumption profiles produced by the 

original and optimised schedules. Ns = 12. Original variance = 237.396, 

optimised variance = 69.09 

Table II demonstrates the reduction in variance that can 

be achieved, compared to the original energy consumption 

variance. Fig. 3 shows the effect on the energy consumption 

profile as an example. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that by 

redistributing the jobs the energy consumption profile can 

alter significantly. This can potentially result in a large 

percentage reduction in the overall variance. However this 

level of reduction will be dependent on the optimisation of 

the original schedule, the available downtime, and the 

individual job specific energy consumption profiles. If for 

example, a schedule consists of jobs whose energy 

consumption changes very little over time, and there is very 

little downtime before the deadline, it may not be possible to 

optimise this schedule significantly. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a methodology for modifying a 

manufacturing production schedule with a goal to minimise 

the variance in the production line energy consumption. The 

use of a genetic algorithm for individual job start time 

manipulation is detailed and the algorithms internal 

parameters are evaluated and optimised based on 

experimental data. For a series of scheduled processes, the 

algorithm is found to be successful in reducing the energy 

consumption variance to its near minimum, while ensuring 

that manufacturing resource limitations and process 

deadlines are never exceeded. While the global optimum 

solution is not guaranteed to be returned, a solution near the 

global optimum is always produced. For each potential 

solution, a predicted energy consumption profile is 

generated based on job specific energy models. The variance 

of the predicted energy profile is then calculated. At the end 

of the algorithm, the solution which holds the minimal 

variance is concluded to be the most optimal. However the 

accuracy of the system is entirely dependent on the accuracy 

and resolution of the energy models and the minimal time 

shift that can be applied to each job, T. For the work 

presented in this paper, mock energy models based on real 

job consumption profiles were utilised. For real 

implementations, it is recommended that the resolution of 

the models be significantly higher than T. However, with 

suitably accurate models a significant reduction in energy 

consumption variance can be achieved regardless of the 

amount of jobs in the schedule. Through empirical testing an 

average reduction percentage of approximately 70% has 

been achieved. It is also seen that the reduction percentage is 

independent of the schedule job count with a range between 

8 to 50 jobs tested.  

 

If the methodologies described in this paper were 

implemented in a real manufacturing production line with 

struggling power distribution capabilities, the reduced 

variance could potentially allow for another process, with a 

suitable optimised energy consumption variance, to run 

without needing to reinforce the local infrastructure. These 

methodologies could also allow a manufacturing production 

line to be power entirely from limited supply resources, such 

as renewable energy sources. 
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